Submission to the Governance and Administration Select Committee

Regarding the Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Relationships Registration Bill

This submission is written by Brodie Fraser on behalf of He Kainga Oranga, University of Otago Wellington. He Kainga Oranga, the Housing and Health Research Programme, examines and clarifies the links between Housing and Health. Brodie Fraser is a PhD candidate researching LGBTIQ+ homelessness.

We wish to appear before the committee.

1. Executive Summary
   a. We urge the Committee to recommend that the process for changing gender markers on birth certificates be amended so that those who wish to alter these documents do not have to go through Family Court, or provide medical evidence that they have taken steps to change their sex or gender.
   b. We urge the Committee to recommend that an individual be able to change the gender markers on birth certificates based purely on self-identification.
   c. We urge the Committee to recommend that the process of changing gender markers on birth certificates be made free, as to make the process more equitable for people of all backgrounds — particularly those with low incomes.

2. International context
   a. Internationally, there is significant precedence to making it easier for individuals to change their identity documents. A number of countries — including Argentina, Malta, Denmark, Colombia, and Ireland — already have existing legislation that allows for gender diverse individuals to self-identify in official documents. These countries made an effort to address the myriad of inequalities that the gender diverse community so frequently faces.
   b. The current legislation in New Zealand breaches sections 3b—e of the Yogyakarta Principles which state the following:

   “Principle 3. b) Take all necessary legislative, administrative and other measures to fully respect and legally recognise each person’s self-defined gender identity; c) Take all necessary legislative, administrative and other measures to ensure that procedures exist whereby all State-issued identity papers which indicate a person’s gender/sex — including birth certificates, passports, electoral records and other documents — reflect the person’s
profound self-defined gender identity; d) Ensure that such procedures are efficient, fair and non-discriminatory, and respect the dignity and privacy of the person concerned; e) Ensure that changes to identity documents will be recognised in all contexts where the identification or disaggregation of persons by gender is required by law or policy.”

3. **New Zealand context**
   a. A recent study of referrals to Wellington Endocrine Services found a significant increase in gender diverse individuals being referred to the service since 1990.(2) In 1990, only two people were referred to the service; by 2016 this increased to 92 people.(2) In total, 438 individuals were referred to the service in the period from 1990—2016.(2) This indicates a significant increase in individuals identifying as transgender within New Zealand.
   b. Furthermore, a 2007 Human Rights Commission report, *To Be Who I Am*, recommended that the Births, Deaths, and Marriages Amendment Act 1995 be amended to substitute the Family Court and medical requirements with the requirement that someone “has taken decisive steps to live fully and permanently in the gender identity of the nominated sex.”(4) This report was released over a decade ago and still has not been acted upon. This issue is not a new one, and it is time for it to stop being ignored by our legislature.
   c. While other identification documents (i.e. passports and driver’s licences) allow for both a third gender option, and for individuals to choose their gender marker as suits, it is still imperative that the process for changing gender markers on birth certificates is made accessible. Many individuals do not hold a driver’s licence, or have a need for an expensive passport. Furthermore, a birth certificate is the primary identification document that an individual can hold, so it is important that it is accurate; a birth certificate — unlike passports and drivers licences — does not expire.
   d. The contextual setting in New Zealand shows that this legislative change is long overdue, and needs to be implemented immediately so that transgender and gender diverse individuals face less institutionalised discrimination.

4. **Recommendation One**
   a. Requiring transgender and gender diverse individuals to go through medical conformity and Family Court proceedings in order to update their birth certificates is a discriminatory practice. These requirements place and unnecessary burden on these communities, and further entrenches the difficulties they face to simply live as themselves. These requirements are extremely hard to meet for several reasons; as well as being simply unobtainable for those from low-income backgrounds.
   b. Firstly, the medical component is particularly alienating. Sex reassignment surgery remains difficult to receive in New Zealand. The surgeries are poorly funded, and there are a very limited number of surgeons in the country who perform them. Additionally, the cost incurred with many, frequent, specialist visits can be a barrier — one of the only options for surgery that does not involved being on a waiting list
for many years is to have surgery performed overseas. This is obviously incredibly costly, particularly for a demographic that faces significant barriers to gaining and maintaining jobs (particularly those that pay well).(5,6) Finally, there are many individuals who do not wish to undergo gender reassignment surgery. The medical requirement of the current policy does not account for these individuals.

c. Secondly, the Family Court requirement also serves as a barrier. The court process can be a confusing one, particularly to those who might not have high levels of education, or any experience with the terminology and practices of the legal system. Organisations such as Naming New Zealand suggest that hiring a lawyer can make the process more successful, as well as easier and less stressful, but again, this is a significant financial barrier.(7)

5. **Recommendation Two**

a. The process of changing an individual’s gender markers on a birth certificate need to be based entirely on self-identification. This will remove the lengthy processes that individuals have to undergo; instead making the process to change gender markers a simple administrative process.

b. Self-determination gives the individual agency and power; their identity is not arbitrarily dictated by the medical and legal professions. Instead, their identity is legitimised only by themselves.

c. In having corrected birth certificates, gender diverse individuals are able to change their gender markers on other institutional records such as universities, hospitals, and banks.(8) This reduces the levels of discrimination that they face.

6. **Recommendation Three**

a. Financial costs can be a significant barrier for many gender diverse individuals in updating their identity documents. This poses issues for those needing to seek welfare and other social services i.e. homeless shelters and housing services.

b. In the example of housing services, this can be a dangerous barrier. Many homeless shelters are gendered spaces, and will frequently assign placement based on the sex markers on an individual’s identification documents. If the individual has been unable to go through the process of updating their birth certificate, they will thus be put into placements that align with the sex they were assigned at birth; not with the gender they identify with. This can be very dangerous; there is significant evidence suggesting that gender diverse service users face disproportionately high levels of assault and abuse in shelters where clients are separated by sex assigned at birth. (9–11)

c. Thus, in addition to making the process of changing birth certificates easier, the Committee would do well to consider how they can remove the financial barriers to changing documents so that all members of the gender diverse community are able to have accurate birth certificates.
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